
 

 

Progress Report 

Project:  Outdoor Patio at 3 Mariposas Montessori (3MM) 

Project Reporting Dates:   From :  April 10, 2017 To:  May 19, 2017 

Project Leader:  Sarah Ludwig-Ross 

Project Summary :: 

The project, to build a patio for 3MM’s youngest children (1 - 3 years-old), was proposed to The Forix 

Foundation, as the students and staff suffered in their current classroom during May - September 

because of unbearable temperatures. It would get so hot inside the classroom during this time that 

Montessori activities had to be forgone indoors, which meant that a crucial learning time in the day 

was compromised. 

3MM was very excited to be awarded grant money and was anxious to start the project over Spring 

Break.  However, completing the project was more challenging than 3MM had anticipated.  Before 

3MM received the funding from Forix Foundation, Sarah Ludwig-Ross, Founder and Head of School at 

3MM,  had coordinated everything; who the builder would be, planned the design, and put together a 

budget of the project. However, when the day came to start the project, 3MM encountered major 

obstacles, which unfortunately were out of 3MM’s control.  

The first obstacle was non-stop, heavy rain.  This rain slowed 3MM’s progress down quite a bit on 

three different occasions.  The second obstacle was that the person who 3MM had hoped to hire to 

build the patio, ended up not being able to do so.  Although 3MM found a replacement, they learned 

that this builder was good at some parts of his job, but had deficiencies in other areas.  In the end, 

3MM ended up having to hire a few different people to complete the patio.  And the final obstacle was 

that, although 3MM felt that the design of the roof would prohibit the rain and sunshine to enter, the 

teachers informed Mrs. Ludwig-Ross that rain and sunshine were in fact entering the patio.  That said, 

a creative solution had to be developed, which was to put sails on both sides of the roof.  

However, despite a few major challenges, the project was completed and 3MM, it’s students, staff and 

parents, are proud of the finished project.  It provides the children and the staff of El Nido just what 

they needed; a comfortable teaching and learning environment.  

3MM figured it would cost $3,000usd to complete the project, but in the end it cost only $2,157.  The 

remaining $843 will be returned to The Forix Foundation, per the ED’s request.  However, 3MM is 

excited to resubmit a proposal in the future, as more funding could be used for Montessori materials in 

El Nido. 

3MM thanks The Forix Foundation for their generosity!!! 

The Forix Foundation     “an archway to connecting lives”     www.forixfoundation.org  
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